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COLD OPEN

INT. SMALL MUSIC VENUE - BEACON, NY - NIGHT

A glorified bar with a stage. A low-energy crowd of a hundred 
golf clap as indie trio ROASTED BLONDE end an ambient song.

ETHAN (35, hip English teacher vibe) hits the final chord on 
his keyboard before addressing the crowd.

ETHAN
Thanks for showing up, Beacon. 
We’re Roasted Blonde, and we got 
one more.

He cues bass player TUCKER (30s, stoned teddy bear), who 
starts an abstract loop on a laptop. A FAN yells out.

FAN
Play “Canceled Plans”!

The crowd cheers in agreement. A chant begins.

CROWD
“Canceled Plans”! “Canceled Plans”!

Ethan eyes singer ANNIE (30s, jaded ex manic pixie dream 
girl). She mouths “come on.” Ethan shakes her off.

ETHAN
This one’s called “Endocytosis.”  
It’s a biology concept that’s 
actually, uh, pretty interesting-

He plays a dissonant chord over Tucker’s droning bass. The 
crowd gives it a second, but the song’s a dud. BOOING begins. 

Annie groans, drops the mic and marches off stage. Booing 
swells as Ethan stabs at the keyboard. Cacophony builds...

CUT TO:

INT. SMALL MUSIC VENUE - BEACON - LATER 

Now empty. Ethan drinks with the bartender, MONA (65). She’s 
an art teacher gone wild: big hair, seashell necklace, loud 
shawl, Carhartt overalls. They’re on their way to drunk.



ETHAN
You get one goddamn hit in an iPad 
commercial and seven years later 
it’s still all they want. I’m about 
as hip as the Meow Mix jingle.

MONA
Ah, the music biz. Buncha sick dogs 
wailing about their problems. Shut 
up and drink. There’s more dignity 
in it. Less racket, too.

She refills their drinks. Ethan gestures at her outfit.

ETHAN
You look like you must’ve banged a 
tambourine or two back in the day.

MONA
(cagey)

Sure. I, uh, sang a little.

ETHAN
Hey, we may have a singer opening.

Mona laughs and pours herself another shot.

MONA
Sure. My big old ass onstage, 
hollering about...what? My gout?

(singing, and well)
Ohhh baby, ohhh yeah honey, it 
hurts so bad! Owwww-yeahhh!

ETHAN
That ain’t half bad. Anyone ever 
say you sound like that singer from 
Salisbury Faire?

Tucker, lugging gear to their van outside, stops.

TUCKER
Yeah, Mona McCloud! Funny. You 
sound exactly like her, and your 
name’s Mona, too.

Ethan googles a pic of young Mona and freezes. He holds the 
image up next to Mona and shows Tucker.

ETHAN
Oh my god...there’s been some, uh, 
ripening, but the hair and eyes are 
dead ringers. Is she...her!?
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TUCKER
Unreal! No one’s seen Mona since 
the band fired her in 1979, after 
she dropkicked that police horse!

MONA
That ain’t me. And from what I 
heard that horse had it coming.

(to Tucker)
Ho! Don’t touch that!

Tucker puts a dollar in a TouchTunes jukebox along the wall.

TUCKER
You’re a rock legend! Salisbury 
Faire’s 1976 smash hit debut 
“Fairegrounds”? You co-wrote and 
sang like half the songs!

MONA
Step away from the machine, kid-

Tucker hits play. A classic rock song comes on the house 
speakers: young Mona’s powerful, unmistakable voice.

ETHAN
Holy shit, I thought you were dead! 
Ma’am, it is a pleasure and a priv-

MONA
That band cost me everything! ARGH!

Mona hurls a bottle of vodka at Tucker. He ducks. It smashes 
the jukebox. The music STOPS. An old MANAGER emerges from the 
back while Mona grabs another bottle. He surveys the scene.

MANAGER
Again, McCloud?! Goddamnit, 
consider yourself shitcanned!

He retreats back to his office. Mona lowers the bottle of 
booze, shrugs, then starts drinking from it. She sighs.

MONA
Welp, looks like I’m your problem 
now. C’mon, this joint’s kicked. 
Change of venue!

She tosses her stuff in a duffel bag, looks around, swipes a 
few bottles of booze, then exits to get in their van. Ethan 
and Tucker share a look, then shrug and pack up.

END OF COLD OPEN
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